
Lover of outdoor sports 
Spring is not just the time for dresses and bright colours, but also the season when we can finally 
start enjoying outdoor sports and activities. A time to make the most of the beauty and benefits of 
the countryside and lovely weather. 
Whether we’re talking about skateboarding or kayaking, we need to capture all those special 

moments for ever. The thing we worry most about 

when doing these sports is that we could break our 

camera or mobile telephone. The answer to this tricky 

question is the Sencor 3CAM 4K50WRB outdoor 

camera. 

 

This top-of-the-range camera can shoot video in 4K 

resolution at 30 frames per second. The CMOS SONY 

117 sensor and 6-layer glass lens guarantees a sharp and balanced image. To maximise your 

experience of the moment the camera has a high-speed shooting feature, enabling footage to be 

shot in slow-motion at a resolution of 1920x1080 at 120 FPS and 1280x720 at FPS. 

 

The water-resistant case is ideal for water sports or bad weather, allow you to shoot up to a depth of 

60 metres. The camera also has a Wi-Fi module, to make it easy to control and to store photos and 

videos on your mobile telephone or tablet. What’s more, it also has Bluetooth, enabling the camera 

to be operated using the water-resistant remote control. 

 

The camera comes with a spare battery, a head or belt mount, a water-resistant case + remote 

control and lots of other great features. 

 

About SENCOR: 

SENCOR first appeared in Japan on the wave of newly emerging brands such as Sony, Aiwa and 

Sanyo, after the post-war economic revival in 1969. The brand has come a long way since then, has 

expanded its range of products and strives to cover the entire home electronics portfolio. SENCOR is 

now run from Europe and its products are manufactured in Asia and Europe, although still with 

Japanese precision, consistency and perfectionism. Today's designers are top professionals who 

supply our homes with modern products that are not just grey, black and white, as they are not afraid 

of colours and joy. SENCOR’s motto is: Quality at a reasonable price - not a crown more! 

 

  

For more information contact: 

Eva Kašparová - PHOENIX COMMUNICATION a.s. 

eva@phoenixcom.cz 

(00420) 608 678 581 

 

http://www.sencor.cz/akcni-kamera/3cam-4k50wrb
mailto:eva@phoenixcom.cz

